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Grand Master
Ruth Luff (Luffly)

Joint Masters
Dave Sykes (Scrgtey)

Jon Watson (Dogca.tcher)

Scribe Master
Mick Peach-(Bumsen Burnei')

Hasherdabber
Jack Southward (Penny Farting)

Hash Horn
Lee Renshaw (Hornblower)

Chris Laurence-King (Bloodnock)
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Next Run No: 1691
Date= 24112112
Start:
On Down:
Hares:

Life Pee'er
Angus Colville

Hereditary Pee'ers
Sara Lau rence-King (Shortcut)

Chamber Pots
Brenda Cotterill (Cheddar)

Judith Nash (Gnasher)

On Sec
Jane Colwill (Plain Jane)-

Hash Cash
John McGurk (Nrpple Deep)

Hare Master
Ruth Arkle (Mayhem)

Hash Flash
Ann Marcer(K2)

Gross Dresser
Stirling Way (Spike)

Simon Trehane (Trehanrehan)

Web: www.tvh3.co.uk

On a clear night we set off for Grenofen! Before stopping shortly for fuel which delighted
the driver (you get more fuel when it's cold, it's more dense! (and I'm a cheapskate)). After
an exciting series of false car parks we made it to the right place and awaited our hashing
instructions (Hashers assemble, hashers start running seemed to about cover it) The hash
started with a warning: lf you don't want a long run, don't run the longs. Wending our way
out of the valley we immediately found out that was the wrong way, a good start but no
preparation for the maratlron to come.

Rob and Gary the knee guys turned up, both were duly impressed by the quantity of
unscientific strapping going on.

The hash seemed to be like a game of cat and mouse, with the hashers being the cats,
and the mouse being Slush on his bike, as he rode just in front of the group. lnsults were
shouted along the way as we realised that a) it requires very little effort to ride a bike faster
than the hashers, and b) Slush seemed to be making up the hash as he went along.

After being led along the river through various tunnels, the hashers were rather confused
as to how to get out of the river. Apparently the obvious arrow pointing out up a wall didn't
clear the confusion, and after walking up and down the river countless times, everyone
decreed that the only way out would indeed be up the wall.

Queenie and uncle didn't complain about the length of the hash. .. as they were at the pub
for 8:15, hours before everyone else.
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Wobbly knob refused to
had beaten Hob Knob,
couldn't.

comment on the hash, apart from mentioning very loudly that he
it's not important to beat your spawn but ihere's no way you
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Following the hash some improvements were made to the design of Grandpa,s knee
specifically for winter conditions, it now features a grease port for use on cold mornings
and after pressure washing.

Dildo Baggins didn't report having cold feet but was heard corllmelting that he'd like
slush's bell, coupled with Hot Rocks calling for an enema led to some interesting looks
from the landlord and his staff.

N9w ngmings happened for Joseph, now known as Mary the placenta and Alan, now
called Piston Broke.
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